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ABSTRACT

Ultra-compact X-ray binaries (UCXBs) are low-mass X-ray binaries with ultra-short orbital periods
(usually less than 1 hour) and hydrogen-poor donor stars, which are proposed to be the potential
LISA sources. In this work, we firstly employ the MESA code to examine the parameter space of
the progenitors of UCXBs that LISA will detect. Our simulations indicate that the initial binaries
with a neutron star and a 0.4 − 3.3 M⊙ companion star in an orbit of initial orbital period smaller
than the bifurcation period could evolve into UCXBs, some of which will emit gravitational wave
signals that can be detectable by the LISA. However, the initial orbital periods of the binaries that
will evolve into UCXB-LISA sources in a distance of 10 kpc are located in a very narrow range, i.e.
the formation of these LISA source requires an extremely fine-tuning of initial parameter. According
to the characteristic stains and the derived maximum detectable distances, four sources among eight
UCXBs with the observed distances are expected to be detected by the LISA. Based on the parameter
space given by the detailed binary evolution models and the rapid binary star evolution code, the
birthrate of UCXBs appearing as LISA sources in the Galaxy is estimated to be (2−2.6)×10−6 yr−1.
Considering the contribution of UCXBs in the globular clusters, the number of UCXB-LISA sources
can reach 240 − 320. Although the formation condition is severe, the detectability of UCXBs by
the LISA is still optimistic and significant because they provide an opportunity to pursue full multi-
messenger investigations.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Gravitational wave sources (677); Gravitational waves (678);
X-rays binary stars (1811); compact binary stars (283); stel-
lar evolution (1599);

1. INTRODUCTION

The gravitational wave (GW) observation helped us
to open a new window in understanding the Universe.
It marked the start of astrophysical new era that the
advanced LIGO detectors discovered the high-frequency
GW signals from the double black hole (BH) merger
event GW150914 in the distant galaxy (Abbott et al.
2016). Another historic moment is the double neutron
star (NS) coalescence event GW170817, which was de-
tected throughout the entire electromagnetic spectrum
from radio waves to gamma-rays, and became a mile-
stone in opening multi-messenger astrophysics (Abbott
et al. 2017).
Inspiral process of close binaries can emit low-

frequency GW signals, which can provide some use-
ful information in understanding compact binary evo-
lution and binary interaction, including common enve-
lope or envelope-ejection phase (Webbink 1984; Taam
& Sandquist 2000; Nelemans et al. 2000; van der Sluys
et al. 2006; Ivanova et al. 2013). A space GW interfer-
ometer Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) de-
tecting low-frequency GW signals will launch in the early
2030s (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017). The sensitive GW
signals of LISA come from a frequency range between
0.1 mHz and 0.1 Hz, which can be produced by binary
systems with orbital periods in the range of 20 s to 5
hours (van der Sluys 2011). In the Galaxy, promising
LISA sources include detached binaries such as double

white dwarfs (WDs) (Hils & Bender 2000; Nelemans et
al. 2001a,c; Nelemans 2003; Yu & Jeffery 2010; Kaplan
et al. 2012; Kremer et al. 2017; Liu & Wang 2020),
WD - NS binaries (Tauris 2018), and double NSs (Yu
& Jeffery 2015; Tauris et al. 2017), and interacting
binaries like AM CVn stars (Nelemans et al. 2001b,
2004b; Nelemans 2003), and ultra-compact X-ray bina-
ries (UCXBs) (van der Sluys 2011; Nelemans 2013, for
reviews).
UCXBs are a sub-population of low-mass X-ray bina-

ries (LMXBs), which are characterized by ultra-short or-
bital periods (usually less than 1 hour) and hydrogen-
poor donor stars (Nelson 1986; Nelemans & Jonker
2010) 1. In the canonical model of UCXBs, a NS ac-
cretes material from a WD donor star in a binary with
an orbital period less than one hour, in which the WD
fills its Roche lobe due to the rapid orbital shrinkage
induced by the gravitational radiation (Tutukov & Yun-
gelson 1979, 1993; Iben et al. 1995; Yungelson et al.
2002; Belczynski & Taam 2004; van Haaften et al. 2012;
Sengar et al. 2017). The pre-LMXBs consisting a NS
and a main-sequence (MS) companion with initial orbital
periods below the bifurcation period can also evolve into
UCXBs (Podsiadlowski et al. 2002). Generally, the pre-
intermediate-mass X-ray binaries (IMXBs) with initial

1 Intermediate-mass X-ray binaries would firstly evolve into
LMXBs, and subsequently bocome UCXBs (Podsiadlowski et al.
2002).
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orbital period much near the bifurcation period are easy
to evolve toward ultra-compact orbit via the magnetic
braking caused by the coupling between the magnetic
field and an irradiation-driven wind (Chen & Podsiad-
lowski 2016). Other models such as NS + He star bi-
naries (Heinke et al. 2013) or circumbinary disk around
LMXBs/IMXBs (Ma & Li 2009b) were also proposed as
alternative evolutionary channels toward UCXBs. Due
to the mass accretion, UCXBs provide a possibility to
pursue full multi-messenger explorations in both GWs
and electromagnetic waves. Recently, Tauris (2018) per-
formed a systematic work on the detectability of NS +
WD binaries by the LISA, and estimated that at least a
hundred UCXBs will be detected by the LISA in the
Galaxy. Interestingly, Tauris (2018) found that the
WD masses in detached post-LMXBs consisting of a NS
and a WD that can become visible LISA sources in the
Hubble timescale are within an extremely narrow range
(0.162 ± 0.005 M⊙), which provides an accurate con-
straint on the NS masses within ∼ 4% errors by mea-
suring the chirp signals from the detached pre-UCXBs.
In this work, we attempt to investigate the formation

of UCXBs from LMXBs/IMXBs, and their detectabil-
ity by the LISA in the Galaxy. We firstly explore the
parameter space of the progenitor of UCXBs using the
detailed binary evolution models in Section 2. The for-
mation and detectability of eight UCXBs with the ob-
served distances are explored in Section 3. Using the
rapid binary star evolution (BSE) code, the number and
birthrate of UCXBs appearing as potential LISA sources
in the Galaxy are calculated in Section 4. Finally, we
present a brief discussion and conclusion in Section 5.

2. FORMATION AND EVOLUTION OF UCXBS

2.1. Evolutionary code

We employ a MESAbinary update version (r12115)
in the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics
code (MESA; Paxton et al. 2015) to simulate
the evolution of LMXBs/IMXBs and the formation of
UCXBs. All UCXBs are assumed to evolve from the
pre-LMXBs/IMXBs consisting of a NS (with a mass of
Mns) and a MS companion star (with a mass of Md).
The orbits of the binaries are assumed to be circular and
synchronized. The NS is thought to be a point mass, and
the chemical composition of the companion star is sim-
ilar to solar composition (X= 0.7, Y= 0.28, Z = 0.02).
The input parameter space for the initial companion-star
masses Md,i and the initial orbital periods Porb,i are set
to be 0.4 − 3.5 M⊙ and 0.1 − 4 days, respectively. In
this work, the X-ray binaries are named to be LMXBs,
and IMXBs when the initial donor-star masses are in the
range of 0.4 − 2.0 M⊙, and 2.1 − 3.5 M⊙, respectively.
Actually, IMXBs appear as LMXBs in most of their X-
ray active lifetime (Podsiadlowski et al. 2002). Even if
the donor-star masses of IMXBs decrease to be less than
2.0 M⊙ during the mass transfer, they are still named as
IMXBs for simplicity.
The orbital evolution of the binary system is domi-

nated by three loss mechanisms of angular momentum in-
cluding gravitational radiation, magnetic braking (Rap-
paport et al. 1983), and mass loss. If the donor
star possesses both a convective envelope and a radia-
tive core, magnetic braking is arranged to operate (mag-
netic braking index γ = 4). Once the donor star fills its

Roche lobe, it will transfer the material onto the NS at
a rate Ṁtr. For the mass transfer efficiency, we adopt
a model given by Tauris & van den Heuvel (2006) with
α = 0, β = 0.5, δ = 0, where α is the fraction of mass lost
from the vicinity of the donor star, β is the fraction of
mass lost from the vicinity of the NS, and δ is the fraction
of mass lost from circumbinary co-planar toroid. If the
accretion rate onto the NS Ṁac = (1−β)Ṁtr exceeds the
Eddington accretion rate (Podsiadlowski et al. 2003),
the excess mass transfer rate is assumed to be ejected
from the vicinity of the NS, carrying away the specific
orbital angular momentum of the NS. For simplicity, the
irradiation effect of X-ray luminosities of accreting NS
is not included (see also Lü et al. 2017). We run the
MESA code until the stellar age is greater than the Hub-
ble timescale.
Once the LMXB/IMXB evolves into an UCXB with

orbital period Porb . 1−2 hours, it will have a possibility
to be detected by the LISA. Considering an observation
time T = 4 yr, the characteristic strain of UCXBs can
be expressed as (Chen 2020)

hc ≈ 3.75× 10−20

(

fgw
1 mHz

)7/6 (
M

1 M⊙

)5/3

(

10 kpc

d

)

, (1)

where fgw = 2/Porb is the GW frequency, d is the dis-
tance of the source. The chirp mass is (Tauris 2018)

M =
c3

G

(

5π−8/3

96
f−11/3
gw ḟgw

)3/5

, (2)

where G is the gravitational constant, c is the speed of
light in vacuo, ḟgw is the GW frequency derivative. Some
previous studies adopted different critical orbital periods
of UCXBs such as 60 (Ma & Li 2009b; van Haaften et al.
2012, 2013; Sengar et al. 2017), and 80 minutes (Podsi-
adlowski et al. 2002; Cartwright et al. 2013; Heinke et
al. 2013). Here, we extend the critical period of UCXBs
to be 90 minutes. If the calculated characteristic strain
is greater than the LISA sensitivity, the corresponding
UCXBs are thought to be LISA sources.

2.2. Simulated results

To explore the formation of UCXBs, we calculate the
evolution of pre-LMXBs consisting of a 1.4 M⊙ NS and
a 2.0 M⊙ MS companion star for an initial orbital pe-
riod of 1.0 - 3.0 days. In Figure 1, we plot the evolu-
tionary tracks of six pre-LMXBs in the orbital period
versus stellar age diagram. Due to relatively close orbit,
magnetic braking efficiently causes the orbital separa-
tion to shrink, and the companion star can fill its Roche
lobe within 0.5 - 1.0 Gyr for an initial orbital period
of 2.0 -3.0 days. However, the evolutionary timescale
before Roche lobe overflow is only 65 Myr when the ini-
tial orbital period is 1.0 day. The secular evolution of
LMXBs/IMXBs depends on their initial orbital periods.
The LMXBs/IMXBs would evolve toward compact bina-
ries if the initial orbital periods are less than a critical
period (otherwise would produce long orbital-period sys-
tems), which is the so-called bifurcation period (Tutukov
et al. 1985). van der Sluys et al. (2005a,b) explored the
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Fig. 1.— Evolutionary tracks of pre-LMXBs with a donor star
mass of 2.0 M⊙ and different initial orbital periods in the orbital
period vs. stellar age diagram. The open stars, solid stars, and
crosses denote the onset of LMXBs, the end of LMXBs, and the
onset of UCXBs, respectively. The horizontal short-dotted line
represents an orbital period of 1.5 hours.

bifurcation period of LMXBs evolving toward UCXBs,
and defined the bifurcation period as the longest ini-
tial period of pre-LMXBs evolving into UCXBs within
the Hubble timescale. The bifurcation period is very
sensitive to the angular-momentum-loss mechanisms in-
cluding the magnetic braking law (Pylyser & Savonije
1988; Ma & Li 2009a), and the mass-loss mechanisms
(Ergma 1996; Ergma & Sarna 1996; Podsiadlowski et
al. 2002). Based on the angular momentum loss mech-
anisms adopted in this work, the bifurcation period of
the pre-LMXB with a donor star of Md = 2.0 M⊙ is
2.89 days. Our simulated results are consistent with the
conclusion given by Chen & Podsiadlowski (2016), the
pre-LMXBs with initial periods slightly smaller than the
bifurcation period tend to obtain a relatively small min-
imum orbital period. For example, when the initial pe-
riod is Porb,i = 2.89 days, the LMXB will evolve into
an UCXB with minimum orbital period Porb,min = 4.9
min. The reason causing this phenomenon is as follows:
a long initial orbital period would require a long evolu-
tionary timescale, resulting in a high He abundances in
the donor-star core, which subsequently produces more
compact donor star and correspondingly shorter orbital
period (Tutukov et al. 1987; Lin et al. 2011). During
the UCXB stage, the angular momentum loss is dom-
inated by the gravitational radiation, which is at least
1-2 orders of magnitude higher than the magnetic brak-
ing. For an initial orbital period larger than 2.9 day, the
LMXB will evolve into a binary millisecond pulsar with
a He WD companion and a wide orbit (e.g. Tauris et al.
2000; Shao & Li 2012). The pre-LMXBs with initial
orbital period of 2 - 2.89 days are the promising progeni-
tors of UCXBs with orbital periods Porb < 1 hours, while
the minimum orbital period only reach 1.1 hour for pre-
LMXB with an initial orbital period of 1.0 days. The
main reason is that the H abundance in the center of the
donor stars exceeds 0.45, which are difficult to reach a
relatively compact state.

Figure 2 shows the evolutionary tracks of pre-LMXBs
in the mass transfer rate versus the stellar age. The
left panel illustrates the evolutionary examples of pre-
LMXBs consisting of a Mns = 1.4 M⊙ NS and a Md =
2.0 M⊙ companion star. After the nuclear evolution of
0.83 Gyr, the donor star fills its Roche lobe, and trans-
fers the surface H-rich material onto the NS. For an ini-
tial orbital period of 2.89 days, the pre-LMXB will ex-
perience three stages including LMXB, post-LMXB (or
pre-UCXB), and UCXB stages. When the stellar age
t = 3.45 Gyr, the LMXB evolves into a detached post-
LMXB consisting a radio millisecond pulsar (MSP) and
a He core with a mass of 0.17 M⊙ in an orbit of 7.1
hours. During t = 3.45− 9.16 Gyr, the post-LMXB ap-
pears as a binary millisecond radio pulsar. In this stage,
the low-mass He core firstly evolves into a He WD after
a ∼ 2 Gyr contraction phase, and then begins a cooling
track (Istrate et al. 2014a). Because the system gradu-
ally spirals due to the angular momentum loss driven by
GW radiation, it emits low-frequency GW signals in the
final stage of cooling phase (Tauris 2018). Subsequently,
the WD fills the Roche lobe, and triggers the second mass
transfer when the orbital period is 0.1 hour. In this stage,
the NS appears as a X-ray MSP, and the binary can be
observable as an UCXB. It is very sensitive with the ini-
tial orbital period whether the pre-LMXBs/IMXBs can
evolve into a detached pre-UCXB including a MSP and a
He WD. When the initial orbital period is 2.88 days, the
system can still form UCXB, while it always experiences
mass transfer (see also the dashed curve in the left panel
of Figure 2) without a detached stage. It seems that
the pre-LMXBs/IMXBs require a fine-tuning initial or-
bital period (approximately equal to the bifurcation pe-
riod) to form detached pre-UCXBs (see also Istrate et al.
2014b). It is worth noting that the pre-LMXBs/IMXBs
would directly evolve into UCXBs without experiencing
a detached pre-UCXBs stage if the companion masses
are ≤ 1.5 M⊙ (see also the right panel of Figure 2) or
the initial orbital periods are less than the bifurcation
periods.
Table 1 lists some main evolutionary parameters of

pre-LMXBs/IMXBs that can evolve into detached pre-
UCXBs consisting of a radio MSP and a He WD. The He
WD masses in pre-UCXBs emerge within a narrow range
of 0.160− 0.170M⊙, which is similar to the results given
by Tauris (2018). It is very sensitive with the initial
NS mass, the accretion efficiency, and magnetic braking
index γ whether the pre-LMXBs/IMXBs would evolve
toward a detached pre-UCXB. When the accretion effi-
ciency is 0.3 (our accretion efficiency is 0.5), a pre-LMXB
with 1.3 M⊙ NS orbiting a 1.4 M⊙ MS star in an orbit
of 3.0 days would experience a detached stage (Tauris
2018). For a high magnetic braking index γ = 5 (Istrate
et al. 2014b), pre-LMXBs with similar masses and a
relatively wide range of initial orbital periods can evolve
into detached pre-UCXBs (see also Figure 3 in Sengar
et al. 2017). For UCXBs that originate from detached
pre-UCXBs consisting of a NS + He WD, the minimum
orbital periods are in the range of 5 - 6 min, which are
similar to that of the simulated results given by Sengar
et al. (2017).
Figure 3 illustrates the evolutionary tracks of pre-

LMXBs consisting of a NS and a 1.5 M⊙ donor star with
five different initial orbital periods in the characteristic
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Fig. 2.— Evolution of the mass transfer rate of the donor star for LMXB/IMXB in the mass transfer rate vs. stellar age diagram. The
initial masses of the companion stars in the left and right panels are 2.0, and 1.5 M⊙, respectively.
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Fig. 3.— Evolutionary tracks of five pre-LMXBs with a 1.4 M⊙ NS and a 1.5 M⊙ MS companion in the characteristic strain amplitude vs.
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eight UCXBs with the observed distances.
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strain amplitude versus GW frequency diagram. The
black curve represents the LISA sensitivity curve origi-
nating from a good analytic estimation (see also equa-
tion 13 in Robson et al. 2018), while the red curve arises
from the numerical calculation. When d = 1 kpc, five
pre-LMXBs with an initial orbital period smaller than
the bifurcation period can penetrate the LISA sensitiv-
ity curve, and are detectable by the LISA. However, only
pre-LMXBs with orbital periods in a narrow range of
2.88−2.95 days can be visible as the LISA sources within
a distance of 10 kpc.
To explore the initial parameter space of the pro-

genitors (pre-LMXBs/IMXBs) of UCXB-LISA sources,
we have modeled the evolution of a great number of
LMXBs/IMXBs. Figure 4 summarizes the final fates
of LMXBs/IMXBs in the Porb,i − Md,i plane, the solid
stars denote the progenitors of UCXBs that will be
visible as LISA sources within a distance d = 1 kpc.
The solid curve shows the bifurcation periods of pre-
LMXBs/IMXBs with different initial donor-star masses.
All systems above this curve will evolve into binary sys-
tems with long orbital periods. The pre-LMXBs/IMXBs
with initial orbital periods much near the bifurcation
periods tend to form UCXBs with extremely short or-
bital periods, and appear as visible LISA source within
a long distance. The dashed curve represents the mini-
mum initial orbital periods of the progenitors of UCXB-
LISA sources in a distance of 10 kpc, i.e. the pre-
LMXBs/IMXBs with initial parameters in the region be-
tween these two curves would evolve into UCXBs that
can be detectable by the LISA at 10 kpc. None of
UCXBs originating from pre-LMXBs with donor-star
masses Md ≤ 1.0 M⊙ can be detectable by the LISA
in a distance of 10 kpc. It is clear that the progenitors
of these LISA sources require an extremely fine-tuning
of initial orbital periods. The pre-LMXBs with initial
orbital periods obviously lower than the bifurcation pe-
riods will also evolve into UCXBs, while they are only
visible by the LISA in a close distance (∼ 1 kpc).

3. OBSERVATIONS

3.1. The WD mass-orbital period relation

The radius of a WD with a mass Mwd is (Rappaport
et al. 1987; Tout et al. 1997)

Rwd = 0.0115R⊙

√

(

Mch

Mwd

)2/3

−

(

Mwd

Mch

)2/3

, (3)

where Mch = 1.44 M⊙ is the Chandrasekhar mass limit.
Considering Mwd ≪ Mch in UCXBs, Eq. (3) can ap-
proximately be written as

Rwd ≈ 0.0115R⊙

(

Mch

Mwd

)1/3

. (4)

When Mwd ≤ 0.8Mns, the Roche-lobe radius of the WD
is (Paczyński 1971)

RL = 0.462

(

Mwd

Mns +Mwd

)1/3

a, (5)

where a is the orbital separation. Because the WD com-
panion would fill its Roche lobe during the UCXBs stage,
RL = Rwd. From Eqs. (4) and (5) combined with the

Kepler’s third law, it yields a WD mass-orbital period
relation of UCXBs as

Mwd ≈
47.2 s

Porb
M⊙. (6)

This relation is approximately consistent with that
derived by Rappaport et al. (1987) as Mwd =
46 s/Porb M⊙ (Prodan & Murray 2015).

3.2. Formation and detectability of eight UCXBs

At present, there are about fifteen known UCXBs in
the Galaxy, including ten persistent sources and five
transient sources (Heinke et al. 2013). To test the evo-
lutionary channel of UCXBs, we list eight UCXBs with
the observed distances in Table 2. The WD masses are
derived by the WD mass-orbital period relation. Fig-
ure 5 displays the evolution of pre-LMXBs consisting a
1.4 M⊙ NS and a 1.5 M⊙ MS companion with initial
orbital periods of 2.95, 2.88, and 2.8 days in the orbital
period versus donor-star mass diagram. It requires an
initial orbital period equaling to the bifurcation period
for pre-LMXBs to evolve into four observed UCXBs with
orbital periods less than 23 min. For four UCXBs with
long orbital periods in the range 43 - 50 min, the initial
orbital periods of pre-LMXBs should be in a fine-tuning
range near the bifurcation period. Therefore, the stan-
dard magnetic braking scenario is successful in reproduc-
ing the observed UCXBs (Rappaport et al. 1983).
Considering the mass growth of the accreting NS dur-

ing the recycled stage, the NS masses in UCXBs are as-
sumed to be 1.6 M⊙. We then can estimate the chirp
mass of UCXBs by

M =
(MnsMd)

3/5

(Mns +Md)1/5
. (7)

According to Equation (1), the characteristic strain of
eight UCXBs can be derived. In Figure 3, we also plot
the locations of eight UCXBs in the characteristic strain
amplitude versus GW frequency diagram. Four sources
with short orbital periods can be detected by the LISA,
and the locations of seven sources are consistent with
the evolutionary tracks when d = 10 kpc. However, the
source 4U0614+091 is exceptive. Its optical spectrum
confirmed the donor star to be a CO WD (Nelemans
et al. 2004a, 2006), which cannot be produced by the
evolutionary channel we studied.

3.3. Maximum detectable distances of UCXBs by the
LISA

In theory, the relevant UCXBs will be detectable by
the LISA if their characteristic strains are greater than
the sensitive strains of the LISA. According to Equa-
tion (6), the mass of the WD is Mwd = 23.6s fgw M⊙.
Taking Mns = 1.6 M⊙, from hc(fgw) > hmin(fgw) (here
hmin is the sensitive strains of the LISA), the maximum
detectable distance of UCXBs by the LISA is given by

dmax = 15kpc
2.5× 10−20

hmin(fgw)

(

fgw
1 mHz

)7/6

1.6× 23.6fgw
(1.6 + 23.6fgw)5/3

. (8)

In Figure 6, we plot the maximum detectable distances
of UCXBs by the LISA for different GW frequencies.
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mass diagram. The initial masses of NS are assumed to be 1.4 M⊙. The solid curve represents the bifurcation periods of LMXBs/IMXBs
with different donor star masses, while the dashed curve denote the minimum initial orbital period of the progenitors of UCXBs that can
be detected by the LISA within a distance d = 10 kpc. The solid stars represent the pre-LMXBs that can evolve into UCXBs, which are
visible by the LISA within a distance d = 1 kpc. The open stars represent the pre-LMXBs/IMXBs evolving toward systems with long
orbital periods. The open triangles denote the binary systems with donor stars that have already filled their Roche lobe at the beginning
of binary evolution, and the crosses denote the binary systems experiencing a unstable mass transfer. Numbers inside the solid and dashed
curves denote the initial orbital periods in units of days.

TABLE 1
Selected Evolutionary Properties for UCXBs and their progenitors for different initial donor star masses and initial

orbital periods.

Md,i Pi,orb trlov tdeta Pdeta Mwd tucxb Pucxb Pmin fi,LISA △tLISA

(M⊙) (days) (Gyr) (Gyr) (days) (M⊙ ) (Gyr) (days) (min) (mHz) (Myr)

2.0 2.89 0.83 3.45 0.297 0.170 9.16 0.004 4.94 0.83 34.9
2.5 2.79 0.44 2.89 0.319 0.166 9.49 0.004 5.12 0.84 34.8
3.0 2.72 0.26 2.69 0.274 0.160 6.02 0.005 5.83 0.87 14.0
3.3 2.70 0.20 2.43 0.347 0.165 10.86 0.004 5.14 0.87 34.6

Note. The columns list (in order): the initial donor-star mass, the initial orbital period, the stellar age at the beginning of Roche lobe
overflow, the stellar age and the orbital period when the binary becomes a detached system, the WD mass, the stellar age and the orbital
period when the system appears as a UCXB, the minimum orbital period, the initial GW frequency that the binary is detectable by the

LISA, and the timescale that the binary appears as LISA source.
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Fig. 5.— Evolutionary tracks of pre-LMXBs consisting a 1.4 M⊙

NS and a 1.5 M⊙ MS companion in the orbital periods vs. donor-
star masses diagram. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves cor-
respond to an initial orbital period of 2.95, 2.88, and 2.8 days,
respectively. The crosses denote eight UCXBs with observed dis-
tances.
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Fig. 6.— Maximum distances of UCXBs detecting by the LISA
as a function of GW frequency. The NS masses in UCXBs are
assumed to be 1.6 M⊙. The crosses denote eight UCXBs with the
observed distances.

UCXBs below the curve can be detected by the LISA,
hence four sources with short orbital periods among eight
known UCXBs are potential LISA sources. According to
this curve, an UCXB with a GW frequency of 0.0014
Hz (corresponding to an orbital period of 24 min) is de-
tectable by the LISA at a distance of 10 kpc, while the
maximum detectable distance of GW signals of 0.008 Hz
(corresponding to an orbital period of 4.1 min) can reach
1 Mpc.

4. BINARY POPULATION SYNTHESIS

By employing the rapid binary evolution code pre-
sented by Hurley et al. (2002), we carried out a series
of binary population synthesis (BPS) simulations to in-

TABLE 2
The observed and derived parameters of eight UCXBs.

Source Porb Mwd d location Reference
(s) (M⊙) (kpc)

4U1820−30 685 0.069 7.6 NGC6624 1,2
4U0513−40 1020 0.046 12 NGC1851 3,4
4U1850−087 1236 0.038 8.2 NGC6712 5
M15 X−2 1356 0.035 10.4 M15 3,6
NGC6652B 2616 0.018 9.6 NGC6652 7,8
XB1832−330 2628 0.018 9.6 NGC6652 9
4U1915−05 3000 0.016 9.0 10
4U0614+091 3060 0.015 3.2 11,12

References. (1) Stella et al. (1987), (2) Güver et al. (2010), (3)
Harris (1996), (4) Zurek et al. (2009), (5) Homer et al. (1996),
(6) Dieball et al. (2005), (7) Heinke et al. (2001), (8) in’t Zand
et al. (2007), (9) Deutsch et al. (2000), (10) White & Swank

(1982), (11) Nelemans et al. (2004a), (12) Shahbaz et al. (2008).
Note. The WD masses are derived by the equation (6).

vestigate the Galactic birthrate of UCXB-LISA sources.
A sample of 1× 107 primordial binaries are evolved until
the formation of NS+MS star systems in each simulation.
We assume that a UCXB would be produced when the
parameters of the NS+MS system locate in the param-
eter space of the pre-LMXBs/IMXBs evolving toward
UCXB-LISA sources in Figure 4.
The initial parameters and basic assumptions in the

Monte Carlo BPS computations are shown as follows:
(1) For the primordial primary masses, we adopt the

initial mass function presented by Miller & Scalo (1979).
(2) A constant mass ratio distribution is employed, i.e.,

n(q) = 1, in which 0 < q ≤ 1.
(3) The initial distribution of separations a is supposed

to be constant in log a for wide binaries with orbital pe-
riods larger than 100 yr, and fall off smoothly for close
binaries (see Eggleton et al. 1989).
(4) All stars are assumed to be members of binary sys-

tems with circular orbits.
(5) The star formation rate is adopted to be constant

(5M⊙yr
−1) for the Galaxy over the past 15Gyr (Yun-

gelson & Livio 1998; Willems & Kolb 2004; Han &
Podsiadlowski 2004).
(6) We adopt the standard energy prescription from

Webbink (1984) to approximate the common envelope
(CE) ejection process, and the uncertain parameters αCE

and λ in this prescription are combined as a single param-
eter and set to be αCEλ = 0.5 and 1.5 for a comparison.
Because NS+MS systems in the relevant parameter

space will evolve into UCXB-LISA sources, our simulated
birthrates also represent the birthrates R(t) of UCXB-
LISA sources in the Galaxy. Taking the radius and the
scale height of the Galaxy are 15 kpc and 1 kpc, and
assuming that the binary systems obey a uniform distri-
bution in the Galactic disk, the birthrate of UCXB-LISA
sources within the specific distance d is

Rd(t) = R(t)

(

d

15 kpc

)2

. (9)

Figure 7 shows the birthrate evolution of pre-
LMXBs/IMXBs that can evolve into UCXB-LISA
sources in the Galaxy by adopting the parameter space of
d = 1 kpc and d = 10 kpc. There exists a time delay be-
tween the NS+MS systems and the UCXBs (∼ 6−11 Gyr
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Fig. 7.— Evolution of Galactic UCXB-LISA sources birthrates
as a function of time by adopting a constant star formation rate
of 5 M⊙yr−1. The results of d = 1 kpc, and 10 kpc are obtained
by simply using corresponding parameter spaces shown in Figure
4 and normalizing to the corresponding volume based on Equation
(9).

, see also Table 1). For the case adopting the parameter
space of d = 1 kpc, the Galactic birthrate of UCXBs are
(3−4)×10−7 and 3.5×10−8 yr−1 when αCEλ = 1.5, and
0.5, respectively. Because the CE ejection events with
large αCEλ would be easy to happen for the release of the
same orbital energy, producing more NS+MS systems lo-
cated in the region of the pre-LMXBs/IMXBs in Figure
4. As a result, the birthrates of UCXBs increase with
the value of the CE ejection parameter. For d = 10 kpc,
the Galactic birthrate of UCXB-LISA sources is about
8.0× 10−7 yr−1 when αCEλ = 1.5, while the birthrate is
negligible when αCEλ = 0.5.
We then estimate the birthrate of UCXB-LISA sources

in the Galaxy when αCEλ = 1.5. In the distance inter-
val from 9 kpc to 10 kpc, the birthrate of UCXB-LISA

sources is 8.0 × 10−7(10
2
−92

102 ) yr−1 ≈ 1.6 × 10−7 yr−1.
The birthrate of UCXB-LISA sources per kpc interval
from i kpc to i+1 kpc is given by

Ri,i+1(t) = R0,1(t)Pi,i+1[(i + 1)2 − i2], (10)

where R0,1(t) = (3 − 4) × 10−7 yr−1 is the birthrate of
a distance range from 0 kpc to 1 kpc, Pi,i+1 represents
the ratio between the parameter space of the progenitors
of UCXB-LISA sources for the specific kpc interval and
that from 0 kpc to 1 kpc. In Figure 4, the mean orbital-
period width of the progenitors of UCXB-LISA sources in
a distance range from 9 kpc to 10 kpc is roughly 0.06 day,
while the mean width from 0 kpc to 1 kpc is approximate
3 days. Assuming that initial companion masses and ini-
tial orbital periods obey a uniform distribution, we then
can approximately estimate P9,10 ≈ 0.06

3.0 = 1/50. Ac-

cording to Equation (10), R9,10(t) ≈ (3−4)×10−7 yr−1×

20 × 1/50 = (1.2 − 1.6) × 10−7 yr−1, which is in good
agreement with the above calculation. For simplic-
ity, we assume Pi,i+1 ∝ 1/i, and then Equation (10)
yields a constant birthrate for Ri,i+1(t) (i > 0). There-
fore, the birthrate of UCXB-LISA sources in the Galaxy
R0,15(t) ≈ R0,1(t) + 14R9,10(t) = (2− 2.6)× 10−6 yr−1.

Note that there are some other BPS studies on the
formation of UCXBs (e.g. Belczynski & Taam 2004,
Zhu et. al 2012, van haaften et al. 2013). Similar to
the present work, the prescription for the stellar evolu-
tion in these studies also adopted the analytic formulas
given by Hurley et al. (2000). However, these BPS stud-
ies directly evolve primordial binaries to the accreting
BHs/NSs in close binaries with orbital periods shorter
than 80 min (Belczynski & Taam 2004) or 1 hr (van
haaften et al. 2013), or to the accreting NS+WD/He
star systems with orbital periods shorter than 1 hour
(Zhu et al. 2012). In this work, we firstly obtained the
parameter space of NS+MS systems that can evolve into
UCXB-LISA sources, and then evolve primordial bina-
ries to NS+MS systems that are located in the param-
eter space based on a BPS approach. Moreover, these
other works only studied the properties of all UCXBs,
while this work mainly focused on the investigation of
the detectability of UCXBs by the LISA.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

UCXBs are generally thought to be promising GW
sources that will be detected by the LISA detector (Nele-
mans 2009), hence the detectability of this population
is important for the future LISA mission. This work
aims at the formation and birthrate of UCXB-LISA
sources evolving from LMXBs/IMXBs in the Galaxy.
Employing the MESA code, we simulate the evolution
of a great number of pre-LMXBs/IMXBs consisting of
a NS and a MS companion, and find that the systems
with initial orbital periods lower than the bifurcation
periods can evolve into UCXBs under an assumption of
the standard magnetic braking. When Mns = 1.4 M⊙,
Md,i = 0.4 − 3.3 M⊙, most pre-LMXBs/IMXBs with
initial orbital periods lower than the bifurcation peri-
ods can evolve into UCXBs that are visible as LISA
sources within a distance of d = 1 kpc. However, the pre-
LMXBs/IMXBs require a fine-tuning initial orbital peri-
ods in order to form UCXBs appearing as LISA sources
within 10 kpc. Furthermore, the initial orbital periods
of pre-LMXBs/IMXBs almost equal to the bifurcation
periods in order to evolve into detached pre-UCXBs con-
sisting of a radio MSP and a He WD.
In the Galaxy, there exist eight known UCXBs with the

observed distances. According to the WD mass-orbital
period relation, the donor-star masses are derived. To
evolve toward the current stage, the initial orbital periods
of four UCXBs with short orbital periods should equal to
the bifurcation period, while another four sources require
initial orbital periods slightly lower than the bifurcation
period. Based on the WD mass-orbital period relation,
we obtain the maximum detectable distances of UCXB-
LISA sources for specific GW frequencies. The observed
distances of four sources in eight UCXBs are within the
maximum detectable distance, hence they are potential
LISA sources. In the theory, the maximum detectable
distance of an UCXB with an orbital period of 4.1 min
can reach 1 Mpc. However, it is difficult to form such an
UCXB in our simulations.
Based on the initial parameter space of pre-

LMXBs/IMXBs that can evolve into UCXB-LISA
sources, we calculate their birthrates by the rapid binary
evolution code developed by Hurley et al. (2002). When
the CE parameter αCEλ = 1.5, the birthrate of UCXB-
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LISA sources are (3−4)×10−7 and 8×10−7 yr−1 within
a distance of 1 kpc, and 10 kpc, respectively. Adopt-
ing a simply assumption that the initial parameter space
is inversely proportional to the distance, the birthrate
of UCXB-LISA sources in the Galaxy can be estimated
to be R0,15(t) ≈ (2 − 2.6) × 10−6 yr−1. If we take the
timescale of UCXBs appearing as LISA sources to be
30 Myr (see also Table 1), there exist about 60 - 80
UCXB-LISA sources in the Galaxy. This estimation is
slightly smaller than the derived minimum number (100)
based on the known numbers of binary radio MSPs (Tau-
ris 2018), in which the LISA sources include detached
pre-UCXBs consisting a radio MSP and a He WD.
Our population synthesis simulations focus on the for-

mation and evolution of UCXBs from LMXBs/IMXBs
in the Galactic field. Therefore, our results only repre-
sent a lower limit of UCXB-LISA sources in the Galaxy.
However, owing to a dense stellar density, it is easy to
form UCXBs in the globular clusters by the dynamic pro-
cesses including direct collisions (Verbunt 1987; Rasio &
Shapiro 1991; Davies et al. 1992; Ivanova et al. 2005;
Lombardi et al. 2006), tidal captures (Bailyn & Grindlay
1987; Podsiadlowski et al. 2002; Voss & Gilfanov 2007),
and exchange interactions (Davies & Hansen 1998; Ra-
sio et al. 2000; Ivanova et al. 2010). Six sources among
eight known UCXBs with the observed distances actually
locate in the globular clusters. By assuming that the ra-
tio between the number of UCXBs in the Galactic field
and those in the globular clusters is 1/4, the number of
UCXB-LISA sources in the Galaxy can be estimated to
be 240 - 320. This number is significantly smaller than
the predicted number of AM CVn stars (∼ 104, Nele-
mans et al. 2004b) and detached double WD systems
(∼ 104, Nelemans et al. 2001a; Liu et al. 2010; Ruiter
et al. 2010; Yu & Jeffery 2010), and obviously larger
than that of intermediate-mass black hole X-ray bina-
ries (. 10, Chen 2020) that can be detectable by the

LISA in the Galaxy. However, the UCXB-LISA sources
provide an opportunity to pursue full multi-messenger in-
vestigations. Therefore, the detection of UCXBs as LISA
sources is still significant.
The birthrate and number of UCXB-LISA sources

mentioned above are based on the assumption that the
metallicity of the donor stars is Z = 0.02. If the donor
stars possess a low metallicity, our simulations indicate
that the initial parameter space of the progenitors of
UCXB-LISA sources would obviously shrink. When the
initial mass of the donor star Md,i = 1.5 M⊙, the ini-
tial orbital periods of pre-LMXBs that can evolve into
UCXB-LISA sources within 1 kpc are in the range of
0.6 - 2.4 days, and 0.6 - 1.4 days for Z = 0.01, and
0.001, respectively. The shrinkage of the parameter space
would result in a decrease of the birthrate (e.g. Wang &
Han 2010). Therefore, a low metallicity of the donor
stars tends to produce small number and low birthrate
of UCXB-LISA sources.
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